
E T H N O C U L T U R A L F A C T O R S I N 
MARITAL C O M M U N I C A T I O N 

A M O N G I N T E R M A R R I E D C O U P L E S 

E S T H E R P E R E L 

Intermarriage can be seen as the victory of love over tradition. Yet, the persistence of 
each partners attachments to his or her cultural and religious background and its mean
ing and symbols influence the marriage. It is the drawing out of these meanings and 
attachments through marital therapy that can help the couple achieve a deeper intimacy 
and harmony. 

D ealing with differences is the key 
theme when approaching couples of 

mixed ethnocultutal heritage. To be sure, 
dealing with differences is a central issue 
in the lives of all couples, but with the 
mixed couple the domain of difference ex
pands to include cultural and religious 
differences. These provide the backdrop 
against which couples' issues of identity, 
commitment , intimacy, and separation 
ftom their family of origin are played out. 
Since the core of one's ethnic and religious 
experience oiiginates in the family, often 
underlying the manifest diflfetences is an 
intense web of emotions and invisible 
loyalties. 

Partners' very differences may be the 
basis of their initial attraction to one 
another. Alternatively, couples may down
play theif differences and emphasize theif 
similarities. W h e t e some couples see theif 
dififetences as a conttibuting factot to the 
success of their lelationship, others see 
them as being tbe cause of its downfall . 

Often the question is: how can the per
sistence and impact of culture and religion 
be acknowledged, when intermattiage is 
seen as a victory of love over tradition, as 
an overcoming of cultural barriers? 

This article describes some of the chal
lenges of marital communicat ion faced by 
intermarried couples and the role that 
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marital therapy can play in enhancing the 
communications skills of such couples. 
The couples used as examples are compos
ites drawn from the private ptactice of tbe 
author. 

For couples who come for marital thef-
apy, it is the drawing out of these differ
ences—speaking the unspoken — that can 
help them come together as a couple and 
achieve a deeper intimacy. In this process, 
working out their sense of cultural identity 
is part of differentiating from their family 
of origin. 

This article follows a ptogtession fairly 
similar to the one that occuts in work with 
couples in general marital therapy. Many 
inteimartied couples come to treatment 
presenting problems that are explicitly 
related to their cultutal conflicts. Treatment 
with these couples involves (i) he lping 
t h e m understand the meaning of this con
flict in the context of the relationship by 
uncovering the undetlying emotional and 
interpersonal ptocesses, (2.) he lping each 
partner clarify the meaning and importance 
o f his or her ethnic and teligious identity, 
and (3) facilitating their mutual exploration 
and negotiation of their diffetences. 

PRESENTING PROBLEMS 

The couples discussed here present prob
lems specifically related to Jewish-Genti le 
intetethnic conflict. Howevet , many of tbe 
issues raised here are relevant to othet 
ethnic configurations. A m o n g the issues 
most often ptesented are those concerning 
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life-cycle transitions, relations witli their 
famihes of origin, religious practice, cele-
btation of holidays, and child teating. 

Often, couples seek help when they 
have reached a transition point in their 
relationship and/or are faced with the 
need to make a major commitment . 

We've been going out for <, years, but we 
never talked about marriage. Then we would 
have had to talk about the religion th ing . 
For 4 years this has never been an issue, but 
now, when marriage comes up we suddenly 
become fierce representatives of our religions, 
which we thought we had long abandoned. 

I th ink the reason we haven't had children 
in our 7 years of marriage is that he wants 
his children to be Jewish and I want mine 
to be Catholic, so we just avoid the issue. 

Orher sources of discord are disagree
ments atound religious practices, holiday 
celebrations, and child teating. Typically, 
these concerns emerge periodically, corres
ponding to the religious calendar. They 
inevitably raise questions of how the part
ners in an intefmatfiage will negotiate 
their respective ttaditions within the family 
ftamework. 

I agreed to raise our children as Jews, but 1 
really want to share Christmas wi th them 
and I want my wife to accept that. For me 
Christmas is a t ime for family reunion; for 
her it's the dominat ion of the "cross" and 
the Christian wor ld . 

Parental opposition to or interference in 
the relationship is regularly cited as a 
cause of conflict. 

For ; years my mother has refused to see 
my gir l f r iend because she's not Jewish, and 
every t ime I go to my parents' home to 
visit, my gir l f r iend and I get in to a big 
fight. 

What all the couples have in c o m m o n is 
their difficulty communicat ing their ethnic 
and feligious predicament, often because 
it has become the symptom afound which 
other issues in the relationship have 
become crystallized. 

CLARIFYING THE EMOTIONAL AND 
INTERPERSONAL CONTEXT 

In wotking with interfaith couples it is 
essential to distinguish between the con
tent of the cultufal matetial that is 
ptesented and the emotional dynamics sui-
founding it. Often, the pfocess of thetapy 
necessitates dealing with the lattef befofe 
addressing the content itself. In other 
words, it is not initially the content of 
diffeiences that is central but father the 
emotional and intetpersonal context in 
which they occuf. 

Asking these questions during the in
idal phase of treatment will serve as a 
guide for future work and provide a better 
understanding of the problem and the 
pattern of transactions around it. 

• What function does the ptoblem serve 
in this relationship? 

• Have the differences in the partner's 
ethnic and religious background been a 
source of chronic tension and anxiety 
since the beginning of theif reladonship? 

• Does the couple communicate about 
the confhct openly, or do they hold 
secrets from each other, which erode 
their communication? 

• Have they avoided dealing with their 
differences in order to maintain har
mony? And if so, does this avoidance 
prevent them from coming together? 

• D o they experience their being together 
as trespassing a group or family taboo? 
To what extent does this prevent them 
from committ ing to each other? 

• How disruptive is the choice of the 
partner to the family's organization, 
and who in the family has the strongest 
reaction to that choice? 

• Does the couple feel ovetwbelmed and 
helpless in the face of the sudden and 
unexpected efuption of visceial teactions 
to dimly undetstood feligious feelings? 

The trigger that causes couples to face 
their ethnic and religious differences can 
go off from the very m o m e n t of the en-
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counter with "the other." Being faced 
with the differentness leads them to look 
at themselves in a different l ight. The 
trigger may also be life-cycle transitions — 
marriage, the birth of a child, or the death 
of a loved one . 

The stress o f dealing with the develop
mental crisis is compounded by tbe fact 
that it is usually duting these ttansition 
t imes that we seek the familiatity of our 
cultutal and religious tiaditions as flames 
o f lefe ience to guide us through the 
changes. Partneis in a state o f ttansition 
run into difficulty as they suddenly come 
u p against tbeir different interpretations, 
symbols, and rituals for managing shared 
life events. Long-dormant ethnic and 
religious feelings may explode at these 
critical m o m e n t s in the relationship when 
one or both pattnets experience a teawak-
ening o f theif cultural identity. 

N e w couples in particular need the con
fidence to talk openly about theif differ
ences. They may fear that theif cultural 
and religious differences will threaten their 
relationship. Often, new couples feel caught 
between remaining silent to ensure togeth
erness, yet at the same time desiring 
greatet self-revelation, which will in
evitably lead to the uncoveting of ttibal 
affinities and spiritual feelings. 

When we first met, religion didn't enter in
to our relationship. I told her early on that 
1 was Jewish but that was it. 1 didn't want 
to expand on the issue too soon. But it's a 
difificult situation. I didn't want to wait too 
long once 1 saw we were getting serious, but 
1 also wanted to be more sure about us as a 
couple first. After a few months, the more 
happy 1 was with her, the more anxious I 
became. So 1 finally told her that being 
Jewish was something very important for me 
and that 1 wanted to have ajewish family. 

To assess the latent emotional material 
underlying the manifest p tob lem, it is 
useful to listen to how couples define theit 
predicament and the language they use. 
The more condensed the language, the 
more undifferentiated the material, i . e . , 
"this rehgion thing" or "the religion 

issue." Such objective-sounding phrases 
about mattets that touch on one's e m o 
tional life are usually an indication of un
specified, unresolved complex issues in the 
life of an individual or couple. It is then 
the task of the therapist to probe the 
meaning of these phrases and expand the 
client's definition of the problem. 

Otherwise very articulate individuals 
often find themselves at a loss fot words 
when trying to communicate their cultural 
attachments to each othet. It is as if this is 
a part of themselves that has remained 
rooted in chi ldhood and not matured. 
Perhaps, one reason for this inarticulateness 
is that for many individuals, religious 
education ended at age 12., a crucial age of 
identity development . Consequently, they 
may lack a cognitive framework and vocab
ulary to understand and describe their 
powerful emotions. 

Interfaith couples generally focus on the 
religious aspects of their differences and 
overlook the cultural ones. Yet , the Jewish-
Genti le intermarriage also btings to light 
the meeting of two cultures in which "each 
affects, transforms, as well as i l luminates 
the other" (Crohn, 1986, p . l o ) . Each 
spouse is the bearer of a world view that 
imbues such notions as gender roles, food, 
affection, child rearing, money, and health 
with a particular system of beliefs, norms, 
and behaviors. 

Particularly important ate the value dif
ferences between the two cultures with 
respect to attitudes towatd marriage, i . e . , 
the place of marriage in the family system 
and the nature of the boundaries around 
the married couple (McGill, 1983) , gender 
roles and power distribution, response to 
stress and conflict, patterns of emotional ex
pressiveness and communication (McGolcirick 
& Preto, 1984), and the meaning of 
autonomy and dependency. 

In theif initial description of religion, 
couples tend to focus primarily on its for-
malistic, ritualistic, and institutional aspects. 
Religious difference quickly becomes a 
church-synagogue dichotomy, a Christmas-
Chanukah split, a me-you battle. W h e n 
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couples become tbus polarized around 
their differences, the intensity and teac-
tivity generated prevent them from dealing 
with any other issue in rhe relationship. 
They remain stuck around the all-consum
ing pteoccupation of religious difference. 

We really get along very well —this is the 
only thing we can't deal with, h gets so 
emotional and explosive sometimes. It's as if 
we've gathered all our disagreements around 
this issue. 

In polarized couples, there is an "all or 
nothing" quality ro their transactions. 
Each thinks the solution to theit problem 
as a couple lies in the other person chang
ing. They exert enormous pressure on each 
othet to give in. Religious beliefs and cul
tutal attachments become the atsenal of 
each pattner caught in a system of mutual 
repression. Yet , by defocusing the cultural 
issue and working on the emotional ptoc
esses that produce the extreme reactions, 
one can affect the tigidity and intensity in 
the couple (Ftiedman, 1981) . 

The following are examples of a variety 
of typical configurations. 

Mike and Susan have decided to get mar
ried. They have chosen to have ajewish 
home and to raise their children in the 
Jewish faith. They have spoken about the 
possibility of Susan converting to Judaism. 
Mike insists on Susan converting before the 
wedding so that "they can be defined as a 
Jewish family from the start." Susan main
tains that she has agreed to raise her chil
dren as Jews and that, if she were to con
sider conversion, she would wanr to do it 
when she felt ready. Mike does not trusr 
Susan to follow through on her commit
ment. Susan feels that he is pressuring her 
and that he does not trust her. At this 
point they have called off the wedding and 
have come to seek help. When asked about 
how things would be if Susan were to make 
the same request of Mike to convert, the 
couple acknowledges that the relationship 
would end. The secret knowledge that they 
both have is the fact that Mike has the 
power to break off the relationship. Issues 
of power and trust on both sides are being 
played out around a religious conflict. Susan 

feels coerced and Mike fears her betrayal. 
The couple was able to work out its religious 
dilemma by first addressing the interper
sonal dynamics that activated the conflict 
and threatened the relationship. 

John and Debbie have been dating for 5 
years. John comes from a white, Anglo-
Saxon family, which has been in the United 
States for seven generations. His family is 
very proud of their uninterrupted legacy. 
His father has even written a book about 
the topic. John was raised in the Episcopalian 
faith, and religion played an important role 
in his family until his parents divotced. To
day John feels very disconnected from his 
family and his past. 

Debbie comes from a second-generation 
Jewish family that immigrated to the 
United States after World War II. Debbie 
carries the name of her maternal grand
mother who perished in the Holocaust. 
Although they are talking about marriage in 
the coming year, Debbie finds herself in
capable of introducing John to her parents. 

The couple initially sought help in deal
ing with their families and having both sets 
of relatives attend their wedding. They are 
caught up in a battle and are experiencing 
increasing tension in the relationship. 

In trying to sort out what is important to 
her with respect to her background and 
what she would like to maintain, Debbie 
finds herself unable to distinguish between 
her feelings and those of her parents. Debbie 
is an only child, and for her, marrying out 
is a betrayal of her survivor parents. Feelings 
of guilt abound. John feels that she contin
uously puts her parents ahead of him. Cul
tural issues and separation difficulties in the 
family of origin blend here, and loyalty for 
the group is intertwined with loyalty to the 
family. Implicit in her references to inter
marriage as a threat to the survival of the 
Jewish people is the fear that intermarriage 
is a threat to the survival of Debbie's family 
structure. 

The initial focus of treatment is on ex
panding the couple's definition of the prob
lem: enabling them to move beyond those 
condensed statements of their problem that 
obscure personal meaning. Next, working 
through the family of origin issues and help
ing Debbie separate from her family are pre-
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liminary steps that must be taken before 
she can clarify her feelings about her Jewish 
identity. This clarification requires deahng 
with the loyalties that undermine the couple 
and create a clear boundary around them. 
John can help Debbie in separating from 
her family. Debbie can help John reconnect 
with his. As the couple solidifies, they can 
begin to negotiate and make cultutal choices 
for their marriage. 

In the interfaith couple, cultute and 
religion provide a ground on which the 
issues o f autonomy and togetherness are 
being negotiated. 

My religion is part of who 1 am. 1 can't 
separate one from the other. It's important 
for me not to lose that part. 

We want to have one marriage and one reli
gion in the home. Otherwise it's confusing 
for the children, and since mine isn't as im
portant to me as hers, 1 don't feel I would 
be losing something important. 

We wanted our kids to be exposed to both 
traditions. We didn't want to choose one 
over the other. But now if he takes the kids 
to chutch, I feel I have to take them to 
synagogue. 

Religious conversion is a central issue in 
a significant minofity of Jewish-Gentile in
termarriages. It can happen that one partnet 
(usually the Gentile pattnet) expeiiences a 
giadual shift of allegiance and a change in 
religious beliefs, theieby incoiporating a 
new world view. This process is similar to 
a resident alien who, after years of lesiding 
in a foteign country, sharing its customs, 
and identifying with its cultural heroes 
and institutions, decides to adopt the 
nationality of that country. So it is 
that cultural content impresses itself in 
one's life. 

This type of conversion is quite different 
f iom a conversion that takes place in an 
atmospheie of pressure, coercion, and anx
iety. The lattei conveision is mote related 
to ceitain unstated needs foi emotional 
togetherness than to teligious beliefs 01 ac-
cultuiation (Fi iedman, 1973). 

He wants me to convert first and then he'll 
introduce me to his parents. It feels like this 
conversion has httle to do with Judaism, 
and more with his expecting me to smooth 
things over between him and his father. 

In this example, conveision is related to 
loyalty and subveision and not to phi lo
sophical orientation. In such situations, 
conveision is not an existential process but 
rather an interpersonal tiansaction intended 
to help the Jewish partner maintain his 
emotional position in his family of origin. 

There is also a kind of cultural comple
mentarity around autonomy and together
ness that takes place in Jewish-Genti le 
mattiages. The Jewish pattnet, who often 
comes f iom a family that emphasizes co
hesion and togetherness, is attiacted to 
the Gentile paitner, particulaily one f iom 
an Anglo-Saxon background, whose family 
style encouiages autonomy and indepen
dence. Reciprocally, the Genti le pattnet is 
attiacted to what he 01 she peiceives as 
the waimth and togetherness of the Jewish 
family. Seen in this light, the cross-cultural 
marriage is one in which partneis aie often 
attiacted to the vety cultural and familial 
traits that the other is trying to escape 
(Crohn, 1986). Ironically the other's family 
style often remains alien, and the very 
ttaits that initially attiact become the 
souice of tension latet, especially in times 
of stiess. Closeness then can feel intiusive 
and independence petceived as distance. 

To uncovei the ethnic and teligious 
dynamics in the couple is to continuously 
soit out the content of the cultural mate
tial f iom the emotional processes that sur
round it. Only when the partneis become 
more dififeientiated from theii families can 
they also achieve "ethnic individuation," 
theieby enabhng them to claiify the mean
ing and impoitance of theif ethnic and 
religious identity. 

MEANING A N D IMPORTANCE OF ETHNIC 
AND REUGIOUS IDENTITY 

Just as it is important to sort out the 
cultural mateiial from the emotional proc
esses that affect it, it is also important to 
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identify and worlc with the identity issues 
faised in an intefmatfiage. 

Ethnic identity is based on a continuous 
pfocess of self-definition in felation to 
one's g toup. The majof featufe of the 
felationship between the individual and 
the gtoup is the sense o f belonging and 
histotical continuity, which relies on the 
assumption o f similarity and intefdepen-
dence (Hetman, 1974) . How important 
the sense of belonging to an ethnic group 
is for one's overall self-identity vaties ftom 
person to petson. Tbe core of one's ethnic 
and feligious expenence is located in the 
family. Thus, one's eailiest associations 
and memoi ies of one's cultute concern 
images of the family and identification 
with one's paients. It is appaient then that 
piimaty family issues ate often expressed 
in conflicts over ethnic identity. 

Culture is an impoitant deteiminant of 
family life, but conveisely, families choose 
from their culture those customs and beliefs 
that suppoit the family's lelational style 
(Ftiedman, 1 9 8 1 ) . In families in which the 
emotional intensity is paiticulaily h igh, 
thete is a tendency to confuse feelings 
about one's ethnicity with feelings about 
one's family. A kind of blending follows 
in which undesi ied traits in the family aie 
atti ibuted to the cultute. 

Inteimaii iage ptesents a whole lange of 
tiansactions around one's ethnicity. These 
vary, depending on how central or periph
eral ethnicity is to the individual's life and 
personality. For some, marrying ourside 
their faith or ethnic group can represent 
an escape from theit ethnic backgiound. 
Fot otheis it is a vehicle foi sepaiation 
from theii families of origin; they can 
compensate or change what is disliked in 
the family and peiceived as cultutally 
bound. FOI otheis , inteimaii iage holds out 
an oppoftunity to readjust the undesired 
characteristics that they attribute to their 
ethnic background by associating witb 
anothef cultufal gtoup (McGoldrick & 
Preto, 1984). In this way intefmatfiage 
may be seen as an attempt to establish 
compiementafity via culture. Paradoxical
ly, it sometimes offefs the individual an 

opportunity to leaffirm his or her ethnic 
identity and to make cfeative personal 
changes. Inrermarriage highlights the dis
continuity with one's past and cultural 
roots. It can disrupt family patterns and 
connecdons, yet its vety divetsity also 
opens the system to new pattefns, connec
tions, and creative changes (McGoldrick & 
Preto, 1984). 

Inteimaii iage challenges one's ethnic 
and feligious identity. It fotces both part
ners to clarify the meaning and impof
tance of their respective backgiounds. It 
compels an undeistanding of theit feelings 
about theii ethnic identity and its telation 
to theif overall sense o f self, as well as 
confrontation with their intetnalized nega
tive steieotypes and ethnic ambivalences. 
It calls foith an examination of their prej
udices and bigoted thinking, as well as 
the attractions and pulls toward the pait-
nei's backgiound. It tequites that the patt
nets diffeientiate from their parents with 
respect to their ethnic and teligious iden-
tiries and achieve a kind of ethnic individ
uation that allows them to make a btoadet 
range of independent and mature choices. 

It is in rhe meet ing with the "othet" 
that one is brought to examine one's self. 

To meet Don was a real eye-opener for me. 
I grew up in an Orthodox home and com
munity and went to an Orthodox school. 
Until I went to college I never knew anyone 
but Jews. I knew there was a whole world 
out there and I thought that in order to 
enter it I had to shed my Jewishness. Being 
with Don has opened the door of America 
for me. 1 learned about his religion and 
realized that Christians are not all out there 
to hunt after the Jews. In a strange way the 
wofld has become a safer place for me. 1 
can be a Jew in a world with non-Jews. I 
want to maintain my Jewishness and have a 
Jewish family, but not the way it was when 
I grew up and I also want there to be room 
for Don's heritage. I don't know how we 
will do that. 

Members of any ethnic group experience 
cultuial conflict when they attempt to 
mediate between the values of theit ttadi
tional cultuie and those of the dominant 
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culture. Thus, ambivalence is a natural 
emotional condition for most members of 
any minority. In the mixed couple, one 
partnet can bi ing the other to confront his 
or her ethnic ambivalence. 

I gtew up in a Catholic family and went to 
Catholic school fot i i yeats. 1 never liked it. 
It was dogmatic and no questions allowed. 1 
knew 1 wanted a spiritual place, but I 
didn't feel I belonged in chutch. When 1 
met Dan he was fairly disconnected from 
his Jewishness. On the othet hand, 1 became 
vety interested in Judaism. 1 kept wanting 
him to take me to synagogue and to show 
me the rituals. 1 started to take classes and 
learn about Judaism, and Dan seemed both-
eted by it. In a way he slowly became in
terested in his background through me. 1 
knew he felt more strongly about his Jewish
ness than he admitted. 1 wanted to belong 
to his gtoup, which he was ambivalent 
about. 

Jews, for w h o m Jewishness is a powerful 
sentimental attachment to the past, who 
have a strong but unintegrated feeling of 
being Jewish, often feel that their Jewish
ness, precisely because it is so unintegrated, 
could easily be taken away from them. It 
lacks an active expression in their lives and 
tends to express itself as a deep sense of 
vulnerability (Wasserman, 1988). Their 
sense of Jewishness is a strong, but passive 
and often unarticulated group loyalty, 
which is unbalanced by the situation of 
intetmatriage. Intermarriage raises both 
the specter of betrayal of the group and 
its history and the fear of loss. 

The reaction of Steve, in the following 
vignette , stems mote from the feat of be
ing overwhelmed by Tracy's "gentileness." 
In his confusion, Steve is pressuring Tracy 
to commit herself to a Jewish way of life 
in an attempt to maintain his fragile sense 
of Jewishness. 

Steve: 1 feel very strongly about being 
Jewish. I can't explain it. 1 am not religious, 
but I do want to raise my children Jewish. 

Tracy: Why should 1 give up my Christian 
beliefs and practices when you don't follow 

your religion? 1 have a feeling that Judaism 
is being forced upon me with no respect for 
my own cultural beliefs and how important 
my heritage is to me. In your desire to have 
ajewish home, you are not ready to accept 
any other influence. Why is the non-Jewish 
partnet supposed to bend completely? 

Steve: 1 know it does not make sense to 
you. Why this gut teaction, "carry on the 
religion," when 1 don't even believe in 
God? But 1 feel vety strongly about the 
history of my people and thete is a part of 
me that feels like 1 would be abandoning 
the dead. 

In his ambivalence, Steve tiansmits a 
n u m b e t of mixed messages. Al though he 
wants to raise his children Jewishly, he 
does not teally want Tracy to convert and 
become like h i m . 

Be like me but not too much. Be acceptable 
to my parents but remain acceptable to me. 
Convert, but 1 don't want you to become 
too Jewish. 

She is wi lhng to considet conversion, 
but he maintains that be is not teligious 
and that being Jewish is a feeling that 
cannot be acquired through conversion. 
Yet , he wants her to alleviate his guilt 
and puts her in charge of his ethnic con
tinuity. Het feeling of resentment stems 
ftom the one-sided commitment to have 
a dominant religion in the family, which 
is his and for which he does not take 
tesponsibility. 

In such situations, the Gentile pattnet 
often becomes tesentful and featful of the 
pressure, and tbe issue becomes whether 
to submit or rebel, rathet than to examine 
feelings about his ot het own background 
and about Judaism. 

To create change in such an entangled 
situation, it is necessary to shift the focus 
from changing the other to defining one
self. This can be achieved by engaging in 
a guided exploration of each partner's 
identity and helping them articulate this 
to their partner. W h e n each partner be
comes more secure in h im- or herself, the 
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other becomes less threatening. With this 
feduction in anxiety, the pattnets can 
become cteative in theif negotiation of the 
cultural fabfic of theif family and the fijture 
identity of their children. 

Jewish identity is both an ethnic and 
religious identity. Foi Jews who ate not 
feligious, it is often difficult to explain tbe 
notion of peoplehood and its emotional 
implications. Yet , theif conflict often 
centers afound the sense o f betfaying their 
people . In contfast, the Genti le pattner 
sees Judaism solely as a religion. The Gen
tile pannet often fears jeopardizing the soul 
of the child if the child is not baptized. 

Children often teptesent a blank scteen 
against which the partners can project 
their ethnic and religious differences that 
they are loath to confront within them
selves. Because children symbolize the 
continuity of the family, its values, and 
traditions, they bring into focus the 
diffefences of the paitneis' backgiound — 
the challenge of t iansfoiming two cultures 
into one. 

In the intetmattied family, childien 
bring to the fote a host of questions. 

I don't know why after not caring about my 
Jewishness for years, I suddenly want to pass 
my heritage onto my children. 

If the children are brought up with the 
same religion as the mother and the father 
remains a different religion, how does the 
father maintain his religious independence 
but also become a vital part of that aspect 
of our family life? 

If you say we'll teach the kids about both 
religions, that's pretending religions are 
academic, not emotional, ff you want your 
child to share your convictions but not 
negate your partner's, how do you educate 
your kids? 

I am concerned that the children will deny 
my values because I am not Jewish. 

In particulat, holidays leawaken one's 
connectedness to rituals and childhood 
memories. Religion, its meaning, and 

linkages to the family become especially 
significant at holidays. The so-called 
Decembet d i lemma is a focal point in the 
Jewish-Gentile couple. Mote than any 
othet t ime, it bi ings into play the diffet
ences between Gentile and Jew, majority 
and minority, and places an individual 
felationship into a latger historical context. 

I am Christian but always considered myself 
an atheist. David is Jewish and also con
siders himself an atheist. Religion is really 
not an issue in our life. But when Christmas 
comes, I feel like I am standing on the side
lines. I want to participate in the holiday 
with my partner, but am unable to because 
he suddenly becomes Jewish at Christmas. 
He opposes any symbols of my Christianity, 
even though for me it is not religion, but 
tradition, family, and a feeling of belong
ing. I not only feel an alienation from my 
family, but 1 feel very distanced frorri 
David. I've become a minority in my own 
tradition. 

As partners become clearer and more 
secure in who they ate they can be clearer 
about if and how to explote and negotiate 
the two woflds to create one of their own. 

EXPLORING A N D 

N E G O T I A T I N G DIFFERENCE 

Religion and cultute are afl-encompassing 
phenomena . They comprise the intellec
tual and the emotional , the conscious and 
the unconscious, the irrational, the visceial, 
and the tiibal. Theit expeiience is syn
thetic—at once physical and sensual, taste, 
and smell. Once the partners have become 
clear and more secure in theit own iden
rities, it is then the task of the therapist to 
help the couple explofe and negotiate 
their two worlds and create their own 
unique one for theif family. Or else they 
may decide to go their separare ways. 

In the mutual exploration, the partners 
become anthfopologists of each othef's 
cultures and archaeologists of their own 
history. A number of stfuctured exercises 
enable the couple to look at theit child
hood memories associated with their ethnic 
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and religious upbringing. Sucb exercises 
draw out rbe ethnic identity lifehne of tbe 
family, patterns of communicat ion atound 
le l ig ion, forms of affiliation and obset
vance, and the ebb and flow of ethnic 
involvement. 

In doing the exetcises the pattnets com
pare and contfast the patental messages 
they feceived about their own group and 
its religion, as well as about theit partner's 
group and religion. They also examine the 
people and events that strongly influenced 
theit ethnic identity. They discuss theif 
views and expetiences of the testrictions 
and suppotts they have found in their 
respective traditions. They establish the 
commonalit ies in theif values that will 
serve as a foundation fof creating a new 
wotld fot theif family, allowing them to 
bfidge theif diffefences. It is this simul
taneous pfocess of deconstfuction and con
servation in dealing with the past that 
underlies the potential foi change. 

The couple negotiates choices and 
stiategies fot such issues as planning the 
wedding, deteimining the extent of involve
ment with theit families, celebiating holi
days, planning theii childien's teligious 
upbi inging, or deciding whethei to affiliate 
fotmally with any lehg ion . Thiee main 
stiategies emeige—convets ion , integration, 
and rejecrion. In the first the couple 
tesponds to the diffeiences by having one 
pai tnei convett to the othei's le l ig ion. In 
the second the couple cieates theif own 
blending of what they have chosen as im
poitant from theit backgiounds. In the 
thitd, they lel inquish any involvement 
with tiadition and even leject all fo ims o f 
ethnic and teligious g ioup identification 
(Mayei, 1985) . 

Most c o m m o n among inte imai i ied cou
ples is the integiationist appioach in 
which obsetvance, l itual, and celebiation 
enhance the lichness and pleasuie of family 
life. Mote than a blending, it is often the 
lecognit ion o f continuity, wheie each one 
giants l imited teii itoiial tights fot theit 
lespective heritages in a jointly shaied 
h o m e (Mayei, 1985) . 

Outs is an open society in which we en
joy wide exposure to m e m b e i s of othei 
gioups in school, at woik, and with friends. 
W e are at the end of a long piocess in 
which the maiital pact has been sn ipped 
of the old lules o f alhance and is legiti
mized by the feeling of love. A l though 
the wedding is a public event, a mattiage 
is made at the initiative of individuals and 
is a piivate affaii at the centei o f which 
lies the notion of intimacy. In the m o d e m 
ideology of intimacy, the spouses stand in 
the centei of the mai i iage , leplacing the 
extended family and culture. Society has 
chosen Romeo and Juliet ovet the Montagues 
and the Capulets. 

Inteimarriage points to the continuous 
dialectic between distinctiveness and simi
larity. It poses the question of how to 
leconcile mutual love with the love foi 
one's t iadition. Expectations of mutual 
self-ievelation lead to the disclosure of 
ethnic and leligious diffeiences. Yet in 
OUI embiace of the victoiy of love ovei 
tfadition, we have come to oveilook the 
peisistence of meaning , symbols, and at
tachments to out ancesttal heritage. The 
integiation of these divetgent foices is a 
ctucial task of the intetmatried couple as 
well as of family thetapy as it enhances the 
capacity of these couples foi mote effective 
communication and gieater intimacy. 
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